
How do you get rid of those Ugly Nose Hairs!

don't let nose hair spoil the wedding photos

Going to a wedding, birthday party or
conference and your father or boyfriend still
hasn’t removed their ugly stray hairs from
their nose

LA, CA, USA, June 28, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Don’t put up with it,
invest in Aotearoa Beauty’s newest Body
Hair Removal technology TrimHim a Nose
hair trimmer for men & women, which will
ensure complete removal of all excess body
hair swiftly and with comfort.

Aotearoa Beauty is proud to announce
TrimHim, the newest in Body Hair Removal
Technology that will make men look perfect
for all occasions. No longer will they have
ugly pieces of stray hair sticking out of their
nose, eyebrow or beard. Its slick and
ergonomic body makes it easy to use to
ensure a perfect face free of all excess facial
hair.
If comfort is a concern, then one needn’t
worry. The high-performance stainless steel
circular blades will guarantee complete
comfort for men when shaving. No longer do they have to deal with tugging or pulling when using our
technology. All excess hair, whether it’s in the nose, ear, eyebrows or beard, can be trimmed with
great precision and comfort.

But one may ask if such simple technology would wear away quickly and be easy to break. Aotearoa
Beauty has taken this into consideration and has ensured that the trimmer is resilient through a
rubberized body that is resistant to impact, and a protective pad will ensure that the blade remains
long lasting to provide for long-lasting comfort. Don’t worry about power consumption, all you need is
a AA-size battery (not included) to keep the trimmer running.

So why not go out and buy one today where you can benefit from our sale on Amazon and receive
your nose trimmer at $13.95, a reduction from the original price of $34.95, meaning you save $21.00.
Make your man suited for the occasion for a lower price. Just make sure he gets to the event on time. 
For more information, just check our Amazon page at: https://www.amazon.com/Trimmer-dual-edge-
stainless-steel-technology-ergonomic/dp/B01E1RQ27M?ie=UTF8&ref_=zg_bsnr_11057241_18

You can also check out Aotearoa Beauty Blackhead remover kit as well on Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/Blackhead-Aotearoa-Beauty-Extractor-
Whiteneheads/dp/B01486EC46?ie=UTF8&*Version*=1&*entries*=0
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